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McAfee Web Filtering Module—For Secure Internet 
Gateway and Secure Web Gateway Appliances
Increase your employees’ productivity while you conserve network bandwidth 

Your company relies upon Internet-based services. 

Inappropriate use of the Web may place your 

organization at risk and waste valuable resources. 

You need an effi cient way to enforce acceptable 

Web policies. Balance your desire for Web 

availability with your need for usage control and 

security. McAfee Web Filtering Module allows you 

to set and enforce policies for prudent Web use. 

McAfee® Web Filtering Module, powered by Secure 
Computing, is a solution that addresses these issues in an 
integrated, optional component to the McAfee Messaging 
and Web Security family of appliances. McAfee Web 
Filtering allows organizations to enforce appropriate Web 
policies and to protect their networks against Web sites 
containing malware or other content that puts them at risk.

Better Network Control

With McAfee Web Filtering Module, powered by Secure 
Computing, you can control and secure your network, 
ensuring that appropriate resources are used and protected 
from malware.

k Reduce bandwidth consumption by controlling user 
access to unproductive Web content thereby increasing 
productivity

k Reduce legal liability exposure by blocking access to 
potentially harmful Web content, which enhances 
network security

k Implement granular policies on a per-user basis 
in real time

How McAfee Web Filtering Works

Using the simple, graphical user interface (GUI), you enter 
your Web-access policies into the McAfee Web Filtering 
Module. All Web page requests are checked against this 
policy using the control list of pre-categorized Web page 
URLs (i.e., gambling, adult content, media download, etc.). 
Allow, deny, or simply log Web page requests for later review 
using the many reporting options available. 

The highly accurate control list consists of millions of URLs 
divided into 69 different content categories. Organizations 
can customize their locally stored control lists by adding 
categories or sites, or exempting sites from the standard list. 

Integrated Appliance Solution

As an optional module to the McAfee Messaging and Web 
Security family of appliances, deploying McAfee Web 
Filtering is easy and requires only one appliance and, unlike 
competitor’s products that require complicated, multi-
server installation processes, McAfee Web Filtering Module 
offers signifi cant costs savings in both deployment and 
management of the system without sacrifi cing performance 
or features.

Features Include

k User-authentication support

k Most accurate, comprehensive control list consists of 69 
content categories and millions of URLs

Real-time, Granular Reporting

McAfee Web Filtering has many reporting options available, 
including highly granular reports using Secure Computing 
SmartReporter. This tool enables the user to capture 
extensive reports in real time. An intuitive, Web-based 
interface allows users to confi gure charts and reports and 
schedule automatic report delivery. 

Sample of SmartReporter report
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Simple, built-in, on-box reporting and reporting functions 
accessible through ePolicy Orchestrator® (ePO™), 
McAfee’s award-winning management console, are also 
available with the Web Filtering Module. ePO allows the 
administrator access to reports via a central management 
console, eliminating the need to access the box directly.

Enterprise Scalable management

ePO is the centralized single console to manage security and 
enforce protection. Comprehensive, graphical reports from 
ePO keep you informed of your security posture. It provides 
unmatched management of system security at the lowest 
cost of ownership. ePO ensures compliance, regardless of 
location, with system security policy and the effectiveness 
of system protection, preventing costly business disruptions 
caused by today’s sophisticated threats and attacks.

Protected by McAfee Avert Labs

McAfee Avert® Labs combines world-class malicious 
code and anti-virus research with intrusion prevention 
and vulnerability research expertise. Avert Labs protects 
customers by providing cures that are developed 
through the combined efforts of Avert researchers and 
Avert AutoImmune technology, which applies advanced 
heuristics, generic detection, and ActiveDAT technology to 
generate cures for previously undiscovered viruses.

McAfee Solution Services

Along with our SecurityAlliance™ partners, McAfee offers 
a wide variety of services to help you assess, plan, deploy, 
tune, and manage your security.

Technical Support

Make sure that everything runs smoothly during and after 
installation with fl exible programs from McAfee Technical 
Support. Our highly skilled and certifi ed security specialists 
have a wealth of knowledge and resources to meet 
your security needs. 

Learn More

Visit www.mcafee.com, or call us at 888.847.8766, twenty-
four hours per day, seven days a week. McAfee Web Filtering 
is part of the McAfee family of business security products 
and services. McAfee provides a comprehensive portfolio 
of dynamic risk management and mitigation solutions that 
secure your business. 
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